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Abstract
We say the pair of patterns (, ) is multiset Wilf equivalent if, for any multiset M, the number of permutations of M that avoid 
is equal to the number of permutations of M that avoid . In this paper, we ﬁnd a large new class of multiset Wilf equivalent pairs,
namely, the pair (n−2(n − 1)n, n−2n(n − 1)), for n3 and n−2 a permutation of {1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n − 2)xn−2 }. It is the most
general multiset Wilf equivalence result to date.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let =a1 · · · am and =b1 · · · bn be two ﬁnite sequences of positive integers.We say that  contains  as a pattern
if there is a subsequence bi1 · · · bim (with i1 < i2 < · · ·< im) of  such that aras if and only if bir bis (that is, there
is a subsequence of  which is order-isomorphic to ). If  does not contain , we say that  avoids . We will use the
word patterns to refer to ﬁnite sequences of positive integers (allowing repetitions).
Two patterns  and  are said to be Wilf equivalent if for every set [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} the number of permutations
of [n] avoiding  is equal to the number of permutations of [n] avoiding . Finding pairs that are Wilf equivalent is
a well-studied problem with a long history (see [8,9] for example). The notion of Wilf equivalence for patterns can
be generalized. Two patterns  and  are said to be multiset Wilf equivalent if for every multiset M, the number of
permutations of M that avoid  is equal to the number of permutations of M that avoid . For the particular case when
 and  are permutations of a set, results have been obtained (see for example [1,3]). Savage and Wilf have recently
shown that every pair of permutations , ′ ∈ S3 is in fact multiset Wilf equivalent [7]. An open question, as pointed
out by Wilf and Savage, is to ﬁnd multiset Wilf equivalent patterns that are not permutations of sets. In this direction,
Heubach and Mansour have recently found patterns consisting of 1’s and 2’s that are multiset Wilf equivalent [6]. For
recent related work on words restricted by patterns, see [4,5].
In our paper, we have obtained what appears to be the strongest result to date about multiset Wilf equivalence. After
[1], if we let S denote a generalmultiset on the integers 1, . . . , n−2with∑ixi elements (S={1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n−2)xn−2}),
then by n−2 wemean a permutation of S. Our main result is that, for n3, the pair of augmented patterns n−2(n−1)n
and n−2n(n − 1) is multiset Wilf equivalent.
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We note that the result by Julian West [9], that the pair of permutations on k letters (a1a2 . . . ak−2(k − 1)k,
a1a2 . . . ak−2k(k − 1)) is standard Wilf equivalent, follows as a consequence of our result. In fact, we show the
stronger result that the pair is multisetWilf equivalent. We note other natural consequences of our result as well. Using
the reversal symmetry, we obtain that the pair (n(n − 1)n−2, (n − 1)nn−2) is multiset Wilf equivalent. We can
also use an adjusted form of the complement symmetry: take the complement of n(n− 1)n−2 and the complement of
(n−1)nn−2 and this pair will also bemultisetWilf equivalent. This implies that the pair (12, 21) for  a permutation
of {3x3 , 4x4 , . . . , nxn} is multiset Wilf equivalent.
In the next section, we set down our notation and preliminaries. We present our main result in Section 3 and the
proofs of some technical lemmas in Section 4. Section 5 contains conclusions and discussions of future work.
2. Preliminaries
We deﬁne some common notation used throughout the paper.
Suppose  = b1b2 · · · bn is a permutation of the multiset S and it contains the pattern  = a1a2 · · · am via the
subsequence of , bi1bi2 · · · bim . Then we say that the sequence bi1bi2 · · · bim has shape . We deﬁne an -subsequence
in  to be any subsequence of  that has shape . Informally, these are all the sequences that make  contained in .
We deﬁne the aj -part of an -sequence for 1jm to be the integer that is aj after renumbering the -subsequence
by order. We can generalize this notion as follows: the ajaj+1 · · · ak-part of an -sequence (for 1jkm) are
the integers that are aj , aj+1, . . . , ak after renumbering the -subsequence by order. For example, let  = 11324 and
= 213. Then  is contained in  via the -subsequence 324, where the 2-part of  is 3 and the 13-part is 24.
Given a sequence B of positive integers, each of which is in [p], and M ⊂ [p] we deﬁne the restriction of B to
the set M denoted by B|M to be the subsequence obtained from B by deleting all elements not in M. For example if
B = 13541234 and M = [3] then B|M = 13123. Note that if M = [1] then B|M = 11.
3. Main theorem
Wewill now prove the main result. It uses two technical lemmas, the proofs of which can be found in the next section.
Theorem 3.1. Let n−2 be a permutation of {1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n − 2)xn−2} where each xi > 0. Then for n3, the pair
(n−2(n − 1)n, n−2n(n − 1)) is multiset Wilf equivalent.
Letting B be the null list in the lemma below, we obtain Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let S = {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , kak } and B any list of positive integers with each in [k] such that B|[k−2] avoids
n−2. Then, for  a permutation of S,
|{ : B avoids (n−2(n − 1)n)}| = |{ : B avoids (n−2n(n − 1))}|,
where n−2 is a permutation of {1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n − 2)xn−2} with each xi > 0 and n3.
Proof. Wewill use induction on k. For the base case, take k=2. Then the two sets are equal, for both S andB consist only
of 1’s and 2’s, and so every B also consists only of 1’s and 2’s and hence avoids both n−2(n−1)n and n−2n(n−1).
Now suppose Lemma 3.2 holds for all l < k and we will show it holds for k. For convenience, we let ab = (n − 1)n
or n(n − 1) throughout the rest of this paper.
Deﬁne
ab = { : B avoids (n−2ab)}.
Then notice that
|ab| = |{ ∈ ab : (B)|[k−2] contains n−2}| + |{ ∈ ab : (B)|[k−2] avoids n−2}|.
We can see that
{ ∈ ab : (B)|[k−2] avoids n−2} = { ∈ ba : (B)|[k−2] avoids n−2}
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since permutations in these sets avoid both (n−2(n − 1)n) and (n−2n(n − 1)). Hence it is sufﬁcient to show that
|{ ∈ ab : (B)|[k−2] contains n−2}| = |{ ∈ ba : (B)|[k−2] contains n−2}|.
Now for  ∈ ab, if (B)|[k−2] contains n−2, then there exists some 1 ik − 2 such that the leftmost n−2-
subsequence of (B)|[k−2] ends in i, i.e., if (B)|[k−2]=b1b2 . . . br , then let sbe the smallest index such thatb1b2 . . . bs−1
avoidsn−2 while b1b2 . . . bs containsn−2 and deﬁne i := bs . For example, if (B)|[k−2]=21652415, then the leftmost
132-subsequence would be 265 or 165 and hence we would have i = 5. We then say  is in Class (i, n−2ab).
Thus
|{ ∈ ab : (B)|[k−2] contains n−2}| =
k−2∑
i=1
|{ :  is in Class (i, n−2ab)}|.
We will now show that for all i,
|Class (i, n−2ab)| = |Class (i, n−2ba)|
which will complete the proof.
Let ˆ be a permutation of a subset of S such that (Bˆ)|[k−2] avoids n−2 but (Bˆi)|[k−2] contains n−2, and let
T = {1b1 , 2b2 , . . . , kbk } consist of all elements of S that do not appear in ˆ. Then
|Class (i, n−2ab)| =
∑
ˆ
|{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ab)}|.
Thus to show that
|Class (i, n−2ab)| = |Class (i, n−2ba)|,
it is sufﬁcient to show
|{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ba)}|
for each ﬁxed ˆ such that (Bˆ)|[k−2] avoids n−2 but (Bˆi)|[k−2] contains n−2.
For the rest of the proof, ﬁx ˆ, B and i. Let
j = min{t : t is an (n − 2)-part of a n−2-subsequence of Bˆi}.
Note that ijk − 2. Let T ′ = {1b1 , . . . , jbj , (j + 1)bj+1+···+bk } and (Bˆi)′ = (Bˆi)|[j ]. Then by Lemmas 4.1 and
4.2, respectively,
|{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T ′ such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T ′ such that (Bˆi)′ avoids (n−2ab)}|.
Switching a and b, we have
|{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ba)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T ′ such that (Bˆi)′ avoids (n−2ba)}|.
Now notice that by the minimality of j, (Bˆi)′|[j−1] avoids n−2. Also j + 1k − 1. Hence by the induction
hypothesis, we have
|{ :  a permutation of T ′ such that (Bˆi)′ avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T ′ such that (Bˆi)′ avoids (n−2ba)}|.
Therefore
|{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{ :  a permutation of T such that Bˆi avoids (n−2ba)}|. 
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4. Proofs of lemmas
Lemma 4.1. Let Ci be a list of integers with each in [k] such that C|[k−2] avoids n−2 and (Ci)|[k−2] contains n−2.
Let j be the (n − 2)-part of some n−2-sequence in (Ci)|[k−2]. Then
|{ :  a permutation of {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , kak } such that Ci avoids (n−2ab)}|
= |{′ : ′ a permutation of {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , jaj , (j + 1)aj+1···ak } such that Ci′ avoids (n−2ab)}|.
Proof. Let
X = { :  is a permutation of {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , kak } such that Ci avoids (n−2ab)}
and
Y = {′ : ′ is a permutation of {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , jaj , (j + 1)aj+1+···+ak } such that Ci′ avoids (n−2ab)}.
We make an important observation: if ab= (n− 1)n, then  ∈ X must have its (j + 1)’s, . . ., k’s arranged in weakly
decreasing order (with respect to each other). If  did not have this property, then a n−2-sequence in (Ci)|[k−2] with
(n− 2)-part j could be completed to a n−2ab-sequence in Ci, which contradicts  ∈ X. Similarly, if ab = n(n− 1),
then  ∈ X must have its (j + 1)’s, . . ., k’s arranged in weakly increasing order to prevent the completion of a
n−2-sequence in (Ci)|[k−2] with (n − 2)-part j.
With this in mind, we exhibit a bijection between X and Y to prove the lemma.
Deﬁne  : X → Y by () = ′ where 1 ta1 + a2 + · · · + ak ,
′(t) =
{
j + 1 if (t)j + 1,
(t) otherwise.
The notation (t) here means the tth element in . We will now show  is well-deﬁned, i.e. that Ci′ avoids n−2ab
if Ci avoids n−2ab, using the contrapositive. Suppose that Ci′ contains , a n−2ab-subsequence.
Claim 1. The ab-part of  is in ′. For, suppose it were not. Then the n−2a-part of  is in Ci, hence the n−2-part is
in C. This implies that the n−2-part of  contains an element greater than k − 2, and in particular the (n − 2)-part of
 is greater than k − 2. Hence the n-part of  is greater k, a contradiction and hence we have proven the claim.
We now consider two cases to complete the proof that  is well-deﬁned.
Case 1:  does not contain any elements larger than j in ′. Since the ab-part of  is in ′ and the largest integer in 
is its a-part or b-part, we have that every integer in  is at most j. But now since Ci|[j ] = Ci′|[j ] and  is contained
in Ci′|[j ], we must have  is contained in Ci|[j ] and therefore in Ci.
Case 2:  contains a j + 1 in ′. But since the n-part of  is contained in ′, j + 1 must be the n-part. Now all parts
of  except the n-part are contained in Ci′|[j ] = Ci|[j ], and furthermore ′(t0) = j + 1 implies that (t0)j + 1;
hence Ci contains  except with n-part (t0) instead of j + 1.
We note that  is one-to-one by the above observations.






j + m if ′(t) = j + 1 and if in ′|j+1, the ′(t)
corresponds to the lth (j + 1) from the left
(respectively, right) if a = n (respectively, a = n − 1),
where aj+1 + · · · + aj+m−1 + 1 laj+1 + · · · + aj+m.
Here, we use the notation ′|j+1 for the permutation ′ restricted to the singleton set j +1. This map ensures that when
a = n − 1, all (j + 1)’s, . . ., k’s in  are arranged in weakly decreasing order. Similarly when a = n, all (j + 1)’s, . . .,
k’s are arranged in weakly increasing order.
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We now show that 	 is well-deﬁned, i.e. that Ci avoids n−2ab if Ci′ avoids n−2ab, using the contrapositive.
Suppose that Ci contains , a n−2ab-subsequence.
By the above proof for Claim 1, we see that the ab-part of  must be in .
We will now consider two cases that will complete the proof that 	 is well-deﬁned.
Case 1: There are no elements larger than j +1 in  that are part of . Now  is contained inCi|[j+1], a subsequence
of Ci′ hence  is contained in Ci′.
Case 2: There is an element q > j + 1 in  that is part of . Using the structure of , we can show that the maximum
value for the (n − 1)-part of  is j. For, if a = (n − 1) (respectively, a = n) and the (n − 1)-part is greater than j, then
the n-part is greater than j + 1, contradicting the weakly decreasing (respectively, increasing) order from the map 	.
Hence qmust be the n-part of . Now all parts of  except the n-part are contained inCi|[j ] =Ci′|[j ], and furthermore
(t0)j + 1 implies ′(t0) = j + 1; and so Ci′ contains  except with n-part j + 1 instead of q.
One can check that  and 	 are indeed inverses using the structure of permutations  and ′. We conclude that  is
a bijection and so |X| = |Y |. 
Lemma 4.2. Let D be a list of positive integers and i, j be positive integers such that Di avoids (n−2ab) and D|[j ]
avoids n−2. Then, for  a permutation of {1a1 , 2a2 , . . . , (j + 1)aj+1},
|{ : Di avoids (n−2ab)}| = |{ : D′i avoids (n−2ab) where D′ = D|[j ]}|.
Proof. Let
X = { : Di avoids (n−2ab)}
and
Y = { : D′i avoids (n−2ab)}.
We will show that X = Y by showing that each contains the other.
We show X ⊂ Y , i.e. D′i avoids (n−2ab) whenever Di avoids (n−2ab). Suppose that D′i contains ,
a (n−2ab)-subsequence. But since D′ = D|[j ], D′i is a subsequence of Di, hence Di contains a (n−2ab)-
subsequence, in particular . Thus we have shown X ⊂ Y .
We show that Y ⊂ X, i.e. Di avoids (n−2ab) if D′i avoids (n−2ab), using the contrapositive. Suppose that
Di contains , a (n−2ab)-subsequence.
First, we claim that the ab-part of  must be in . For, suppose it were not. Then Di contains the n−2a-part of .
Hence D contains the n−2-part of . But since D|[j ] avoids n−2, this implies that the (n − 2)-part of  is greater than
j. Thus the a- and b-parts of  are greater than j + 1. Hence Di contains , a contradiction so we have proven our claim.
The previous paragraph implies that the maximum value for the n-part of  is j + 1, so the maximum value for the
n − 1-part of  is j. This means that the only part of  that could be greater than j is the n-part, and it is in . Hence  is
contained in D′i where D′ = D|[j ].
Thus we have proven X = Y . 
5. Discussion
There are two main consequences of our result. We are able to strengthen West’s result [9] by showing that the pair
of permutations on k letters (a1a2 · · · ak−2(k−1)k, a1a2 · · · ak−2k(k−1)) is multisetWilf equivalent, not just standard
Wilf equivalent. Moreover, we obtain an inﬁnite class of patterns (not permutations) that are multiset Wilf equivalent.
For example, the pairs (1123, 1132) and (41423356, 41423365) are multiset Wilf equivalent.
We have also investigated one strengthening of Theorem 3.1 that turns out to be false. In particular, consider the
pair (n−1(n − 1)n, n−1n(n − 1)) where n−1 is a permutation of {1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n − 1)xn−1} with each xi > 0. Note
that the methods used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 do not work here: for example, the key observation of Lemma 4.1
about weakly increasing/decreasing does not apply. For the multiset {1, 22, 32, 42, 52, 6}, a computer search shows that
the number of permutations avoiding 123234 is 208747, and the number of permutations avoiding 123243 is 208743.
Hence there exist permutations n−1 such that the pair (n−1(n − 1)n, n−1n(n − 1)) is not multiset Wilf equivalent.
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We mention some ideas for future work.
1. After [2], a much more sweeping generalization can be considered, namely, whether the pair (n−k(n − k +
1) · · · (n − 1)n, n−kn(n − 1) · · · (n − k + 1)) is multiset Wilf equivalent, whereas usual n−k is a permutation of
{1x1 , 2x2 , . . . , (n − k)xn−k } for some ﬁxed xi > 0.
2. Look at all multisets of size n collectively and study howmany permutations of these multisets avoid a given pattern.
Study the growth of this function and its asymptotics.
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